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Book Woman of Troublesome Creek by Kim Michele Richardson 

Indomitable Cussy Carter, last of the blue-skinned women of Eastern Kentucky, meets suspicion and 

racial intolerance as she delivers books, respite, and a love of learning to her impoverished patrons. 

Engaging characters and an atmospheric setting highlight this suspenseful historical novel.  

 

Daisy Jones & the Six by Taylor Jenkins Reid  

This fast-moving story of the rise and fall of a fictional ’70s rock group led by wild child Daisy and 

tortured Billy examines the cost of fame. Told with grim humor in unconventional tell-all documentary 

style, this realistic story is compulsively readable.  

 

The Dutch House by Ann Patchett  

This family saga of revenge and forgiveness is a “rags to riches and back to rags again” tale that focuses 

on siblings Danny and Maeve and the house they grew up in and were forced out of. Complex, engaging, 

and moving.  

 

Evvie Drake Starts Over by Linda Holmes 

An unexpected friendship develops between two people undergoing self-discovery—recent widow 

Evvie, and her boarder Dean, a major league pitcher who has lost his game. This charming and authentic 

small-town romance features likeable characters and heartwarming humor.  

 

Five Feet Apart by Rachael Lippinott      

Goal-oriented Stella and risk-taker Will are falling in love, but it’s complicated—they both have cystic 

fibrosis and they risk their lives if they get closer than five feet apart. This tear-jerking teen romance will 

tug at your heart.  

 

The Lager Queen of Minnesota by J. Ryan Stradal 

When her pregnant granddaughter starts a craft brewery, Edith finds reason to reconcile with her 

estranged sister Helen, who has built her own brewing empire. Sharp writing and delightful characters 

(beer-making grannies!) combine for a heartwarming and witty portrayal of Midwestern persistence.  

 

The Lost Man by Jane Harper       

Featuring an atmospheric landscape and authentic characters, this twisty drama turns up the suspense 

when Cam Bright’s body is found on a desolate spot in the unforgiving Australian outback. His brother 

Nathan reluctantly examines family secrets to uncover the cause.  

 

The Nickel Boys by Colson Whitehead  

When idealistic Elwood is sent to a reform school in the Jim-Crow era South, he and his pragmatic friend 

Turner attempt to expose the school’s brutal treatment of the students. Inspired by real life events, this 

stylistically complex drama is gritty and sobering. 

 



Olive, Again by Elizabeth Strout   

Curmudgeonly Olive has mellowed since you first heard from her in Olive Kitteridge, but the edge is still 

there. Linked stories follow Olive sharing her opinions through the ordinary human moments—

marriage, aging, widowhood, birth, and more. Engaging and bittersweet.  

 

On Earth We're Briefly Gorgeous by Ocean Vuong 

28-year-old Little Dog writes a letter to his illiterate mother, moving from memory to memory, 

recounting his abusive childhood and immigration from Vietnam, his first love affair with another 

teenage boy, and his deep loneliness. Relentlessly raw and mournful. 
 

Red, White, and Royal Blue by Casey McQuiston  

When the America’s First Son, Alex, is forced to make amends with his archnemesis Henry, Prince of 

Wales, their unlikely companionship blossoms into a secret romance. Framed by a royal wedding and a 

reelection campaign, this amusing rom-com is sweet and steamy.  

 

The River by Peter Heller  

A wilderness canoe trip challenges the friendship and survival skills of two friends as they attempt to 

outrace a wildfire. Then they encounter a severely injured woman who can’t explain what happened. 

Part heart-pounding and menacing adventure story, part richly detailed nature writing, gripping to the 

end.  

 

The Silent Patient by Alex Michaelides 

In this intricately plotted page turner, Alicia hasn’t spoken a word since apparently shooting her 

husband six years earlier. Intrigued by her case, therapist Theo becomes dangerously obsessed with his 

patient. A disturbing and twisted ride down a dark path.  

 

The Starless Sea by Erin Morgenstern 

This atmospheric and romantic fantasy begins when a graduate student recognizes a story from his own 

life in a mysterious book. Following clues from the book leads to a secret labyrinthine library which is 

being threatened by a secret society. Dreamy and bewitching. 

 

The Summer of ‘69 by Elin Hilderbrand  

The Levin siblings usually summer in Nantucket, but this summer Blair is pregnant, and Tiger has shipped 

off to Vietnam. Meanwhile, crusader Kirby is heading to Martha’s Vineyard, leaving Jessie stuck alone 

with grandma. Convincing, well-developed characters and richly detailed descriptions highlight this 

bittersweet historical.  

 

With the Fire on High by Elizabeth Acevedo 

Gifted cook Emoni is balancing her final year of high school, work, and motherhood—the only time she 

can be herself is in the kitchen, creating dishes that evoke deep emotion from the diner. A hopeful and 

realistic portrayal of teen parenthood, told in lush, poetic prose. 

 


